
iReckoner Inventory Management

Hassle-free and effective tool to track and monitor end to end inventory cycle for your organization. 

FEATURES 

• Easy RFQ process  to make your supply 
chain more efficient than ever.

• Get the most efficient stocking method 
and improve all your internal operations.

• Trace lots or serials upstream or 
downstream from anywhere in your supply 
chain.

• Keep key information at your fingertips 
with custom dashboards.

• Dynamically manage all stock
• Reports and dashboards with real time 

data

SUB-MODULES

Direct GRN:
-Manage all your warehouses with the same system        
and define replenishment rules between warehouses.
-Improved customer satisfaction, reduce order times, and control costs across the entire 
supply and distribution chain.
-Ensure a steady supply of materials by optimizing your purchasing process.

Store Requisition:
     -Keep track of materials charged to a particular job or department
     -Allows to manage the sourcing of the needs before making a cost estimate to the 
       requestor.

                  -Includes the brand and model name or number, description, quantity, and the required 
       delivery date.

           Material Issue:
     -Regulates the issue of material by maintaining the details of the material issued

                 -The issue details are recorded here, after which the person issuing the material 
       physically hand over the material.
     -The saved issue document entry will automatically updatethe stock ledger

Stock Transfer Out:
    -Helps in keeping track of the stock that is being transferred from the warehouse or main 
      branch to other branches
    -Deliver to customers straight from your supplier based on products, orders or 

                  customers..
   -Transfer stock to all locations and keep optimum quantities at all times.



Stock Transfer In:
   -Facilitates stock transfers in all the stores of your organization
   -Maintains stock transfer and stock issue forms, with fields capturing detailed information 
     from each store 

               -Updates the system post transfer
   -Get a single view of all the stores to plan for stock transfers.

Stock Reconcilation:
   -Continually updates the accuracy of its inventory records.
   -Actual physical stocks are checked and recorded in the system.

Reporting:
  -Reporting to track inventory items in your organization.
  -Flexible, accurate and rapid reporting.
  -Detailed reports can be generated which gives the details of the orders


